
trunk 

Futility, its premeditated cisterns,
silver fire extinguishers without
what is required to be a fire extinguisher,
in a closely positioned group
so that they form a hated block—
a hated block out of  
an amount of  premeditated cisterns—
that can be put on
the trunk of  a truck
equally for to see…

Just as in a chlorophyll accident,
there are abandoned convergences.
Ripe, not bandits

there were children otherwise
emptying a jug so that their cry
wouldn’t be let in the block
wouldn’t woodcut this inning jug
from the trunk from the oracle
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laugh 

in the desert

                         Along for boxes—what lawless with guess disappearing and for nude
   Along for boxes—what lawless with guess disappearing and for nude
	 	  its map mapped along        its germs for guess map along its for guess

	 	  Snot worth it sometimes this nude doctor        felt this tin win rain in wind
	 	  Snot worth it sometimes this nude doctor        felt this tin win rain in wind
	 	  snot sitting down free maps free mapped germs        free guessing 

Down by a clown less Downwards medicine machine less clown        horn on horn
	 	 its waterclock directions for a box disappearing box boxing
Across no longer an abyss only those boats Only boat abyss mold        horn to horn
Horn to horn—from through hunted Behind forlorn temerity to flood to box by box  
	 	 its waterclock directions for a box disappearing boxing
Down by a clown less Downwards medicine machine less clown        horn on horn
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dance

in the sea

	 	  So they searching round it a       which is a freak of  nature of  fennels
	 	  So they searching round it a       which is a freak of  nature of  fennels
	 	  and somewhere is there a detective who cannot hear quite dearly 

     So their dwarf  and giant stood        as expected back to ice to back
     So their dwarf  and giant stood        as expected back to ice to back
      energy fennels in hands the size of  pocketwatches        but not yet
	
Halfway there made you laugh Melt the nightguard in laughter        milk in milk
      some of  them run that way to search for you
Rather am become up languished a hammer Am between dirt        milk of  milk
Milk of  milk—whether apart crescent If  periscope skins them than flies then fly then fly
      some of  them run that way to search for you
Halfway there made you laugh Melt the nightguard in laughter        milk in milk
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anyway onwards the color of  the cloud is too thick to locate where

My Legs sored the Way even if  I’d go;
Pines below Them asking Wolves—   Your body is limited—
       That must be contaminating 

Poor and posture yes you are—depend the horizon as dogs
Poor and posture yes you are—depend the horizon as dogs

“lies the pollen” “blessing” “liquids”
“gutter wing and” “charming, inhalable snow”

Your conductors are not prepared
Your conductors ought have already gone
probably might never find your ways back conductor
then would ever moving you conduct new steam butter
‘til found or out of  sight For fifteen days I positioned
my coat on this doorknob to meet its resemblance
of  you against your death The coat with the tear you sewed
But could never remember you sewed,
the coat I wore for fifteen days times fifteen days…
Don’t ever come back, don’t come back even though
Your absence is unbearable, you never saw my filth to begin with
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